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Communicated by the Editors 
For some mixed models (involving both stochastic and nonstochastic predictors), 
a general class of pcrmutationally distribution-free rank tests for some restricted 
alternative problems is considered. The proposed tests are asymptotically optimal 
in the light of the restricted likelihood ratio tests. For an ordered alternative 
problem in a two-way analysis of covariance model, the proposed tests are 
asymptotically optimal. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z:= (Y:, Xi) [ = ( Yil, . . . . Y,, X,i, . . . . Xi,), p, rb 11, i= 1, . . . . N, be N 
independent random vectors having (p t r)-variate continuous distribution 
functions (d.f.) F,(z), ZE Ep+r, for i= 1, . . . . N. Let F,“)(y) and F!*)(x) be 
respectively the marginal d.f. of Yi and Xi, and let I;,‘O)(y 1 x) be the 
conditional d.f. of Y i given Xi = x, for i = 1, ..,, N. Then, we assume that 
I;,(“‘(y 1 x) = P’(y - peNi- 5x), i = 1, . ..) N; yeEP, XEE’, (1.1) 
where the cNi = (cNil , . . . . c,,,)’ are q-vectors of known regression constants, 
not all equal, B = (PI, . . . . fl,) is a p x q matrix of unknown parameters 
pertaining to the design effects, 5 is a p x r matrix of unknown parameters 
pertaining to the effects of the concomitant variates, and the d.f. F(O) is of 
unspecified form. Generally, we are interested in the null hypothesis 
Ho: fl = 0 against H, : fi # 0, where 5 is treated as a nuisance parameter. In 
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many problems of practical importance, there may be some prior infor- 
mation on p leading to some restricted alternatives. For example, if the CNi 
can assume one of the realizations ( 1, 0, . . . . 0), (0, 1, . . . . 0), . . . . (0, . . . . 0, 1) 
(say, with equal frequency), then (1.1) represents a multivariate analysis of 
covariance (MANOCOVA) model where the fij stand for treatment effects. 
The null hypothesis H, then relates to the homogeneity of the gj while we 
may be interested in ordered or some other restricted alternatives. 
The usual MANOCOVA model rests on the distributional homogeneity 
of the concomitant variables [viz., Puri and Sen [9, Chap. 8]), i.e., 
Fj2)(x) = Fc2’(x) [unknown), for every i= 1, ..,, N, x E E’. (1.2) 
Assuming this distributional homogeneity of the covariates, we may pose 
the null hypothesis H,, of no treatment effect (relating to the design 
variables) as 
Ho : F,‘O’(y 1 x) = F’O’(y - 5x), for every i= 1, . . . . n; YE EP, XE E’; 
(1.3) 
by (1.1) and ( 1.3), we see that Ho relates to fi = 0. Utilizing the information 
contained in the covariates, we consider an ordered alternative of the form 
H2:flld ... < gq, with at least one strict inequality; (1.4) 
for the one-way MANOCOVA model, (1.4) relates to the ordering of the q 
conditional d.f.‘s in (1.1). In testing for Ho in (1.3) against the simple 
ordered alternative in (1.4), Boyd and Sen [l] effectively incorporated the 
Roy [lo] union-intersection (UI-) principle along with the Chatterjee-Sen 
[2 J rank permutation principle to formulate a class of conditionally dis- 
tribution-free UI-rank tests for the univariate case. However, their testing 
procedure was motivated on an ad hoc basis, and hence, they may not 
share any (asymptotically) optimality property. Motivated by this, our 
main contention is to develop (asymptotically) optimal nonparametric tests 
for testing Ho in (1.3) against restricted alternatives of the form 
H*:pU={fkE pq: A(vec fl) 2 0, A E 9?(a, pq)}, (1.5) 
where (vet fi) denotes the pq-vector obtained by stacking the rows of b 
under each other and %‘(a, pq) stands for a set of a xpq matrices of rank a; 
1 <a <pq; here p is treated as a general positive integer. In passing, we 
may remark that the so-called mean effect (p) has been tacitly absorved 
in F(O) in (1.1 ), so that the null hypothesis relates to fl= 0 (but not 
on all possible contrasts), and this can always be done by simple 
reparameterization. 
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The theory of optimal nonparametric tests is largely of asymptotic 
character. In order that the asymptotic results are well defined, we consider 
the problem of testing H, vs. H* under a sequence of local restricted 
alternatives of the form: 
{K,: g = lICNj = N-‘12y, y E r}, where r is defined by (1.5). (1.6) 
We incorporate the concept of locally most powerful rank (LMPR) tests of 
Hoeffding [S] and the Roy [lo] UI-principle to construct the UI-LMPR 
tests which are asymptotically power-equivalent to the restricted likelihood 
ratio (LR-) tests for the same hypotheses testing problems. For models 
involving nonstochastic predictors, the current authors [14] have con- 
structed some optimal nonparametric tests; however, their findings may 
not be directly adaptable in the current context as we have here some 
stochastic predictors, too. To eliminate the nuisance parameter 5, we use 
(as in Sen and Puri [ 111) some aligned rank procedures on which we 
adopt the UI-LMPR testing principle to construct the desired tests. 
Section 2 deals with the basic assumptions. Asymptotically optimal 
aligned rank tests are considered in Section 3 while the case of pure rank 
tests is treated in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the comparison of 
asymptotic power functions. An illustrative example is given in the last 
section, 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
Our basic assumptions are the following: 
[Al] For every N, we define dhi= N-1’2(~hi, xi), &,= N-’ Cy=“=, d,i, 
and 
DN= g (dNi-aN)(dNi-aN)‘= ((d~~~kk,))k.k,=l,...,~+~. 
i=l 
(2.1) 
For almost all N, D, has rank q + r and it satisfies the generalized Noether 
condition: 
lim {i~,a..~ (d,vi-d,v)‘D;‘(d,i-a~)) =O. (2.2) 
N-m . . 
Actually, we assume a bit more. First, D, converges to a positive 
definite (p.d.) matrix D a.s., as N + co, and (i) maxi GiGNlldNil( = 
O((N-’ log log N)“‘) and (ii) max,~i~,~ld,i-dNll = O(N-‘I’) a.s., as 
N+ co, where )I .I) stands for the Euclidean norm. The last assumption is 
needed in the expansion of the power function. 
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[A21 For every i ( = 1, . . . . N), fi(x, 6y), the p.d.f. corresponding to 
the d.f. Fi, is absolutely continuous in y (a.a. x), so that the derivatives 
f&G 0) = (WV fi(x; 0) and h7(x; 6~) = (@V)fi(x; 6~) exist (where 
8 = 67) and ii&x; 6~) = (vet y)’ (vet f,(x; 6y)), for every x E EP. Further, we 
assume that for almost all x and y, the limit &(x; 0) = 
lim,l,{~-‘LfAx; ~~)-hCx;o)} exists, and for every y E r, limalo SEP.. . 
j IfJx; O)j dx is finite. Also, the largest characteristic root of I(fi) = 
&{ (a/a vet 0) log fi(X WW( vet 0)‘) log f,(X; O)} is finite; here E, stands 
for the expectation under the null hypothesis H, in (1.3). 
[A31 For the p-variate p.d.f. f(x; 0) with 8 = (0,) . . . . O,), we denote 
the conditional density of the jth coordinate (given the others) by 
fj(xj; 8 1 x), and let 
gj(x,;elx)=(aiaej)iOgf(x;e) 
= (we,) iOgfi(xj; e I XI, j = 1, . ..) p. (2.3) 
Also, let fCjl denote thejth marginal p.d.f. and let 
ffjj(Xj; ej) = (d/de,) log f[j]txj; ej), k = 1, . . . . p. (2.4) 
Now, both gj and ft, are q-vectors; we denote the corresponding rolled 
out pq-vectors by g(x; 0) and f*(x; O), respectively. We assume that there 
exists a p-d. matrix L* such that 
g(x; 0) = L*f*(x; O), for almost all x E EP. Q-5) 
[A43 For each j ( = 1, . . . . p), we assume that ft,(x; 0) is differen- 
tiable with respect to x (E E) and denote this derivative (vector) by 
fFj,(x; 0) = (a/ax) ftl(X; 0). Further we assume that there exists a positive 
r: O<r <f, such that 
max IIfrJX,; O)(l = O(N’) 
I<i<N 
a.s., as N -+ co, for every j ( = 1, . . . . p). 
(2.6) 
For later use, we also define 
I* = (Mmd)L.m~= l,...,pg = Eo(f*(Xi; O)(f*(X,; e))‘) (2.7) 
and define a block-diagonal matrix corresponding to I* by 
WI*) = DiagCE,(f~&‘i,; wf~,,(x,,; em, . . . . 
EoVi”,l(&; ep)(f?p,Wip; f$J’~l. (2.8) 
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We assume that the marginal and conditional d.f.‘s F/l) and F/O) in (1.1) 
satisfy these conditions. 
Let R, (S,) be the rank of Y, (X,) among Ylj, . . . . Y, (XIj, . . . . X,), for 
i= 1, . ..) N and j= 1, . . . . p (1, . . . . r). Let then 
R, = ((Rij)) (P x N) and S, = ((f&j)) tr x N). (2.9) 
Also, let Rz be the p x N matrix obtained from R, by permuting the N 
columns in such a way that the top row is in the natural order. For any 
given RX, there are thus N! such R, which are reducible by column 
permutations to R$; this set is denoted by Y(RX). Then, under Ho in (1.3) 
we may as well use the Chatterjee-Sen [2] rank-permutation principle on 
the submatrix R,, and obtain that 
P{R,=R~Y(R~),Z-Zo}=(N!)-l, VR E Y(R;). (2.10) 
For the d.f. F(O) in (1.3), we detinef:jO:*(x; 0) = (d/dx) logf#(x; 0) and let 
a”,i(i) = E,{ -f/y*(UNi; O,}, i = 1, . ..) N; j = 1, . . . . p, (2.11) 
where U,, < ... < UNN are the ordered random variables of a sample of 
size N from the d.f. F{y\. Then consider the p x (q + r) matrix Tz = (( Tzj,)) 
of linear rank statistics 
T&l= i d,vUaO,,(Rg), j= 1, . . . . p; I= 1, . . . . q+r; T,=vecTX. 
i= 1 
(2.12) 
[As] The a0,i(i) are expressible as the sum of two monotone 
functions (in i), for j ( = 1, . . . . p). The strong unimodality of the density 
implies this. For later use, we define 
co CD 
v!?!’ = 
JJ s s f:jo:*(u; 0) f[yj*(o; 0) -cm -m 
x dF$!j+, v; 0), j, j’ = 1, . . . . p, (2.13) 
where F[y)jz, is the bivariate marginal d.f. for the (j, j’)th coordinates 
corresponding to the p-variate d.f. F(O), and we assume that 
v(O) = ((v$‘)) is p.d. and finite. (2.14) 
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY DISTRIBUTION-FREE ALIGNED RANK TESTS 
Note that the last r elements of the dNi are stochastic in nature, so that 
T;F contains both pure and mixed rank statistics. Since in (1.3), 5 is a 
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nuisance parameter, we first estimate 5 in a suitable manner, and then use 
aligned rank tests based on the residuals Pi = Y, - &.,Xi, i = 1, . . . . N; &, 
being the estimator of 5. For the estimation of 5, we use the rank 
estimation procedure, essentially due to JureEkova [7]. We let for real bj,, 
B=((bj~))i=~ ,.__, p;/=l,_._, q+r 
and based on the residuals 
(3.1) 
Y,(B)=Yi-B(d,,-d,), i = 1, . . . . N, (3.2) 
let R,(B) be the rank of Yg(B) among Yu(B), . . . . Y,,(B), for i= 1, . . . . N; 
j= 1, . . . . p. We partition B as well as T,(B) (delined as in (2.12) with the 
R, replaced by the R,(B)) into p x q and p x r submatrices respectively, 
namely, 
B= LB,, &I and T,(B) = CT~~IP)> T,&VI. (3.3) 
Also, let 
B = (b,, . . . . b,); 
bj= (bj,, ...T bj(q+r))= (bj(,,, bJ,,,)v j = 1, . ..) p. (3.4) 
Consider then the submatrix 
‘L&I B,)= (Gj,(O, bj~z~)))i=l,.,,,,;r=q+ l,...,q+r- (3.5) 
Furthermore, we define 
gN= B, E Ep’: i ‘i’ [T,,,(O, bjc2,)l = minimum ; 
i I 
(3.6) 
j=l /=q+l 
&,, = Centroid of gN whenever 6&, is a closed set in Ep’. (3.7) 
Actually, for small values of N, G& may not actually be a closed set, 
although, for large N, it follows from the basic results of JureEkovi [7] as 
further amended by Heiler and Willers [4] that 
so that &, may also be defined rather arbitrarily as any inner point of the 
set QN. 
Note that by virtue of our assumption [Al], as N increases, 
D,= (3.8) 
683/29/Z-10 
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Then, it follows from JureEkova [7] and Heiler and Willers [4] that under 
HO, 
Nl’*(kv - 5) 7 J(Xh vco)O D,,), (3.9) 
Thus, under Ho, cN is a translation-invariant, robust, consistent, and 
asymptotically normally distributed estimator of 5. Let us then define 
k, = R,(O, t,,, for i= 1 . . . . N; j= 1, . . . . p, (3.10) 
and consider the aligned rank statistics U*, = ((z&,)) defined by 
Gj, = f 4v,a0,(&), j=l,..., p;l=l,..., q;U,=vecUX. (3.11) 
i= 1 
Moreover, we define the permutational (aligned) rank covariance matrix 
by 
A, = ((Ajqj')) = 
(( 
. (3.12) 
j.j’=l.....p 
We may note that under Ho and the assumed i.i.d. structure of the 
covariates X,, . . . . X,, the Ei remain exchangeable, and hence, the per- 
mutational probability law in (2.10) holds for 8,= ((I?,)); we denote this 
permutational probability measure by B $). Then, it is easy to verify that 
ECU, I Pf’] = 0 and E[U,U:,IB~)]=~,oD,,,,=~:,, (3.13) 
where 
D N11.2 - D,11- PrwDi:2D~21 (+DI,,, =DII - DI~DG’D~I). 
(3.14) 
LEMMA 3.1. Under the assumption [Al] and {KN) in (1.6) (and hence, 
under Ho), 
lim D,,, = D,, = 0. (3.14) 
N-FCC 
Proof Note that by (2.1), DN12= N-l Xi”= 1 (cNi - P,)X:, where the Xi 
are i.i.d.r.v. with a finite dispersion matrix D,,. Since N-r Cy= r cNi = i?,, it 
follows that ED N12 = 0. The rest of the proof follows by using the 
Chebyshev inequality on the individual elements of D,,, along with the 
fact that their variance is 0( N- ’ ). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Under (K,} in (1.6) and the assumptions [Al-A5], as 
N-CO, 
where 
72 = do) @ D 11 and h = vet y. (3.16) 
Proof: The contiguity of the probability measure under {KN} with 
respect to that under Ho is well known (viz., Tardif [12]). Hence, (3.15) 
follows by arguments similar to those in Lemmas 7.4.1, 7.4.2, and 7.4.3 of 
Puri and Sen [9] along with our Lemma 3.1. Therefore the details are 
omitted. 
For testing H, against a global alternative that fi#O, a conventional 
(aligned) rank test statistic is 9% = U~E;‘U,. Though this test statistic 
may remain valid for testing H,, against H* in (1.5), it may not be very 
efficient for such restricted alternatives. For this reason, we construct some 
alternative tests. In this context, first, we note that the set f in (1.5) is 
positively homogeneous, i.e., if fl E r then for every S > 0, 8$~ lY As such, 
we may borrow the general methodology from Tsai and Sen [ 131 and con- 
struct some UI-LMPR tests for HO vs. H*. For a given y E r, we consider 
the alternative hypothesis H,: fl = 6y, where 6 > 0. Then, we have 
H*=U YErHY, and the UI-LMPR test statistic for testing ,H, vs H* is 
given by 
where B(EN) is the block-diagonal matrix corresponding to ZN (defined by 
(2.8)). To compute dNO, we need to maximize 1’B(C,)E;‘U, subject 
to the inequality restraint A1 20 and the equality restraint that 
3L’B(Z,)C; ‘B(EN)3L = constant. For this non-linear programming problem, 
the Kuhn-Tucker-Lagrange (KTL) point-formula theorem, as adapted in 
Tsai and Sen [13], yields the following. We write 
W, = AB-‘&)U, and AN= AB-i(C,)C,B-‘&)A. (3.18) 
Also, let J be any subset of Jll’= { 1, . . . . p} and J’ be its complement. For 
each J in -cu”& we partition (following rearrangement if necessary) W, and 
AN as 
k(J) x 1 
and AN= 
A MJJ) 
A 
(3.19) 
k(J’) x I N(J’J) 
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where k(J) denotes the cardinality of the set J. Let then 
A N(JJ:J') =A -A NCJJ) N(JJ,,~N(:'J,,~N(J'J.)~ @EJGS&. (3.21) 
The UI-LMPR test statistic in (3.17) is then given by 
+ C {WIN(J:J')AN(:J:J,~WN(J:J')) 
(3.22) 
where l(A) stands for the indicator function of the set A. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let q = AB-‘(E)D. and A = lim,, o. E(A, 1 H,). For 
each j(@ E f G do), let If = {q E E+“: qYzIS = r(, - A88fA/$,q8C >O}, 
where E +a is the a-dimensional positive orthant space. Also, let 
r,=n (0 c f c &,,) I,. Then, tf the family of df’s Fi in (1.3) satisfies the 
basic assumptions in Section 2 and I, is non-null, for testing Ho us H* in 
(1.5), the UI-LMPR aligned rank test statistic &, is asymptotically power 
equivalent to the likelihood ratio test and asymptotically optimal for F, at 
the respective level of significance c(. 
The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.4 of Tsai and Sen [ 131 and 
our Lemma3.2, and hence, is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.4. For the univariate ANOCOVA model, ordered alternative 
problem (i.e., for testing H,, against H, in (1.4) when p= l), the 
corresponding UI-LMP aligned rank test is asymptotically optimal (under 
( KN} ) at the level of sign$cance a. 
The proof follows directly from Theorem 3.2 of Tsai and Sen [14] 
(1987b) and our Theorem 3.3, and hence, the details are omitted. 
4. CONDITIONALLY DISTRIBUTION-FREE RANK TESTS 
The UI-LMP aligned rank tests considered in Section 3 are somewhat 
discouraging from the computational point of view (as iterative solutions 
are generally needed for the estimator 4,). We consider here an alternative 
procedure which is computationally simpler, is conditionally distribution- 
free, and shares the same asymptotic optimality with .!??&. This involves a 
coordinatewise ranking for each of the p + r variates in the observable 
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vectors Z1, . . . . Z,,,. As in (2.9), we let U,= (RLS~)’ and denote the 
corresponding reduced rank collection matrix by U$; the set Y&J;) is also 
defined in a similar manner. Then the permutational invariance structure in 
(2.10) extends to both S, and U,; we denote these probability measures 
by 9’53) and YN respectively. Also, analogous to (2.11), but using the 
marginal p.d.f.‘s f# and f$], we define the scores a&)(i) and a@(i), for 
i= 1, . . . . N;j= 1, . . . . p and I= 1, . . . . r. Let then 
TONI = N-l’* f (cNi-cN)[u#(Ri,), . . . . a$$(&,)]; T,, = vet TON,, (4.1) 
i= 1 
TtZ = N-l’* 2 (ciN-E,)[ac1(&,), . . . . a$)(si,)]; T,, = vet TO,,; (4.2) 
i=l 
V,v=(;tIi ;:I:) where V,,, ispxp,V,,,=VX,, ispxr, 
V N22 is r x r, (4.3) 
and the elements of the V,, are defined as in (3.12) with the 2, replaced 
by R, or S,, depending on the case. Also, let T,= (Tbr, Th2)‘. Then, 
under the permutational measure g,, we have by some standard 
computations, 
ECT, I Y//l = 0 and ECTNT:,I%,I=VNC~D~. (4.4) 
Also, let 
“11 “12 v= 
( 1 “21 “22 
vll ispxp, v,~=v;, ispxr, vz2 is rxr, (4.5) 
where the elements of the v, are defined as in (2.13) with the f,-$* being 
replaced by f&j* Or fen (‘)*, depending on the case. Proceeding as in 
Section 8.3 of Puri and Sen [9, pp. 319-3221, it follows that under the 
permutation measure .YN, 
TNT J’&+r)(‘A V,OD.w,,), in probability, (4.6) 
This provides motivation for the covariate-adjusted rank statistics 
LN=TN~-(VN,~VN:~ODNI~)TN~, (4.7) 
and it is easy to show that 
EL& I %,I = 0 and ECLLhI%I =VNII.~@DNI,; 
V -VN,, - 
(4.8) 
N11.2  VN12VN:*VN21. 
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Under the assumptions in Section 2, it is easy to show that 
V, is stochastically equivalent to v, under (KN} as well as H,. (4.9) 
As such, from the above, we obtain that under the null hypothesis H, and 
md~ 
L,cg -~&CO, V,w,.,@D,,,), in probability, 
while the unconditional null distribution of L, is normal with the null 
mean vector and dispersion matrix v L1.z @ D ii. By an appeal to the con- 
tiguity of the probability measure under {K,,,} with respect to that under 
H,,, we obtain that under {KN}, 
L, J’;,(h,,OD~~P~ ~11.2@D,l); VII.~=VII-V~V~S~V~,> 
(4.10) 
and a = vet y. Now, invoking assumption [A31 (see 2.5)), we can verify 
that 
V (0) 11.2=v 7 defined by (2.13)-(2.14). (4.11) 
Therefore, by looking at (3.15)-(3.16) and (4.10) and (4.11), we conclude 
that 
U, in (3.11) and L, in (4.7) both have the same limiting 
distribution under Ho as well as under {KN}. (4.12) 
If in (3.18) through (3.22), we replace U, by LN and denote the resulting 
test statistic by Z?‘, , , then, it follows from (4.12) that 
-2,, and Z?N1 are asymptotically equivalent in law, under {KN} and Ho, 
(4.13) 
so that the two UI-LMP rank tests share the same asymptotic power 
properties. From Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and (4.13), we conclude that the 
UI-LMP conditionally distribution-free test based on PZNl has the same 
asymptotic optimality property as Z&o. 
We conclude this section with the following result on the asymptotic null 
distribution of these statistics. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions in Section 1, for every x 2 0, 
lim P{~Z,,<xlH,} = lim P{Z?i, GxlH,} 
N+ao N+cc 
(4.14) 
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where xf stands for a r.v. having the central chi square df with r degrees of 
freedom (DF) and the ok are nonnegative weights (adding up to l), defined 
by 
for k = 0, . . . . a, and the usual multinormal orthant probability formulae hold 
for these ok. 
The proof follows directly from (4.13) and from Theorem 3.1 of Tasi and 
Sen [14], and hence it is omitted. 
5. THE COST OF IGNORING COVARIATES: ASYMPTOTIC POWER COMPARISONS 
For testing Ho vs H*, we may totally ignore the concomitant variates 
and base our test (in the UI-setup) solely on the rank collection matrix 
RN; we may define the corresponding UI-LMPR test (for the restricted 
alternative MANOVA problem) by -??i2. This test statistic has been 
worked out in detail in Tsai and Sen [15]. Thus, Sk, is solely based on 
TN, (without any adjustment for the covariates in either of the ways dis- 
played in Sections 3 and 4). If we denote by $9: the corresponding rank 
test for H, against the global alternative that p #O. It follows from Tsai 
and Sen [ 131 that under parallel regularity conditions, S$, performs better 
that By when the restricted alternatives hold. This is, of course, expected. 
It is also known (viz., Puri and Sen [8, Chap. 73) that rank tests for the 
MANOCOVA model performs better than the corresponding rank tests for 
the MANOVA model. Thus, there is a natural question: Does Z&o or -2,, 
perform better than Z?,,,2 when the null hypothesis may not hold and we 
have a restricted alternative? The following theorem provides an answer to 
this question and it also reveals the (asymptotic) power superiority of the 
restricted alternative MANOCOVA test to the corresponding MANOVA 
test for a general domain of the restricted alternative parameter space. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the critical levels cLk), k = 1, 2, satisfy 
lim P{~~,>c~~)IH,,}=~, for k= 1,2. 
N-CC 
(5.1) 
Also, let uCk) = A; II2 qk, k = 1,2, where Ak and flk are defined as in 
Theorem 3.3 with E being replaced by Xk, and let Bk(y, xk)= 
lim N-CO P{9Lk > cp)I K,}, k = 1,2. Then 
Pl(% El) 2 B2(Y, X2) whenever c (1)ap’2’ and YET,,, (5.2) 
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where 
r, = ($2’ E I?+“: &” 2 ($)(cp)“*, j= 1, . . . . a}. (5.3) 
The proof of this theorem runs parallel to that of Theorem 5.1 of Tasi 
and Sen [IS], and hence, is omitted. In passing, we may remark that in the 
case where the & are diagonal, the condition that p(l) >, p(*) follows very 
simply and a simpler characterization of r,, in (5.3) may also be made. 
However, these tests for restricted alternatives are not invariant under 
rotation of the parameter space, and hence, in general, we may not be able 
to assume that the Fk are diagonal. Nevertheless, (5.3) characterizes the 
directional variation on which the dominance in (5.2) holds. 
6. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
We consider a numerical illustration of the UI-LMPR tests against an 
ordered alternative in an analysis of covariance model with a real data set 
considered in Boyd and Sen [ 11. Here three samples of size 10 each 
(labeled as Treatments 1, 2, 3) were recorded and three variates 
(X0, X1, X2) were considered (see Table I). These are 
TIME 95 (X0) = the dependent variable, time from completion of 
the injection of removal mixture until the first twitch in the train of 
four responses reached 95% of the control height. 
(For the sake of simplicity, this variable may be called TIME or 
REVTIME = time elapsed from administration of treatment to completion 
of reversal.) 
Depth 1 (Xi) = depth of neuromascular block at time of reversal 
(time treatment administered). 
Age (X2) = the age (in years of the patient. 
(Depth 1 is expressed as a percentage, i.e. 100 (height of the first 
twitch/control height). 
We are interested in comparing the efficacy of the three treatments used 
for the reversal of anesthesia. In addition to the primary variate, TIME 95 
(X0), we would like to include both the covariates X, and X2 in this study. 
Since the plot of the residuals reveals non-linearity of regression of X0 on 
(X,, X,), the classical parametric ANOCOVA (i.e., Normal theory) model 
may not be very appropriate here, and hence, nonparametric models 
appear to be more robust. Boyd and Sen [ 11 considered an U&rank test 
based on the Wilcoxon scores and discussed how that performs better than 
the classical rank tests usually used for global alternatives. We consider 
here another UI-rank test statistic based on the Normal scores. However, 
in view of the ties among the observations, we may need to make some 
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TABLE I 
Observation Treatment x0 XI X2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4.8 
13.2 
5.8 
4.6 
6.0 
2.9 
5.2 
5.6 
3.9 
5.6 
6.0 
9.6 
15.5 
8.7 
7.9 
5.2 
6.6 
2.7 
5.4 
a.2 
16.4 
6.7 
8.6 
7.9 
6.0 
19.4 
19.0 
2.8 
6.6 
10.4 
17.0 27 
6.0 41 
30.0 27 
40.0 33 
30.5 34 
48.0 21 
50.0 43 
20.0 26 
40.0 36 
24.4 23 
30.0 25 
25.0 58 
25.0 55 
56.0 43 
51.0 36 
61.0 45 
26.0 34 
45.0 41 
45.0 29 
21.0 25 
15.0 41 
6.0 32 
20.0 49 
15.0 28 
32.0 46 
0.0 45 
15.7 24 
59.0 23 
26.0 29 
21.0 35 
adjustements on the statistics and their covariance matrics. We follow the 
lines of Sections.5 of Puri and Sen [9] whereby we adopt the average 
scores for the tied ranks. As such, using the notations in Section 4, we 
obtain for this data set the following: 
T;, = ( -0.543566, 0.006000, 0.537566): 
T;,= 
( 
0.024344, 0.543702, - 0.568046 ’ 
- 0.422246, 0.380879, 0.041368 ’ > 
0.917551 - 0.581245 0.338786 
vN= - 0.581345 0.916157 - 0.029963 . 
0.338786 - 0.029963 0.915663 > 
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Therefore, the covariate-adjusted Normal scores statistic vector is 
L, = (-0.380779,0.211633, 0.169146)’ 
and 
E:N=VNr,:20DN,I = (0.135580) 
so that 
L’,E=,‘LN = 4.832407. 
If we let Z, = AT3, ‘LN and AN = AX:, ‘A, then, we have 
Z,,,= (13.1088443, -0.940113), 
&=7.375743(-i -3, 
Z;A,‘Z, = 4.832407. 
Hence, here we have 
ii!;, = (12.63838)‘/(33.190844) = 4.812436. 
To compute the observed significance level of 2i1, we make use of (4.14) 
and (4.15). Here J&= (1,2}, o,,=o,=& oi=$, and hence, by (4.14) 
and the central chi squared distribution tables, we have the asymptotic 
(observed) significance level for 2s1 based on the Normal scores given by 
1 - [(;)( 1 + 0.907483) + ($)(0.970529)] =0.035067, 
which supports the decision made in Boyd and Sen [l] (based on the 
Wilcoxon scores) that H, be rejected in favor of an ordered alternative. 
However, based on the Wilcoxon scores, Boyd and Sen [ 1 ] obtained an 
observed significance level 0.013912. This probably indicates that in this 
example, Wilcoxon scores might have performed better than the Normal 
scores; this is not surprising as the underlying distribution of the errors is 
suspected to be quite different from a normal one, and for large deviations 
from normal distributions, the Normal scores statistics may not retain its 
high efficiency. This also suggests that an adaptive procedure may be used 
to use some data-based asymptotically efficient score function (viz., 
HuSkova and Sen [6]). However, we shall not go into the details of these 
extra manipulations. 
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